KP-Graphs @ intradaygraphs.com
Introducing an opportunity for business development
Use Sentiment Analysis to Predict any of the major world Indices
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Innovation and Research
A decade of research has led to development of KP Graphs as a means of predicting the
intraday flow or movement of the Index to be explored as a sevice to end users.

Opportunity for business development
Value added services, Training, Revenue enhancement, Timely Buy and Sell Tips by SMS,
improve yields for PMS providers, more retail participation at all times, Individuals income
can improve, Fixed monthly income for Senior citizens and more..

Historical intraday KP-Graphs with index are available for review.
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Index Analysis by Sentiment
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A decade of research has led to KP Graphs as a
means of predicting the intraday flow or movement
of the Index.
The proof of our efforts is available in the form of
historical intraday KP Graphs for the years 2007 to
2016 in pdf format.
The minimum requirement for you to predict the
index is the ability to understand simple
mathametics between 5 numbers, each number
represents a colour line having a max value from
-15 to +15.
The first 3 lines or colours are L1, L2 and L3 which
are the major levels to analyse and the next 3 are
L4, L5 and L6 which modify the outcome of the
result obtained from doing addition or subtraction
between L1, L2 and L3.
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Sentiment Analysis is used to Predict any of
the major world Indices with NIFTY,
NIFTY_BANK and NZ50 AORD N225 KS11
TWII HSI SSEC FTSE DJI.
KP-Graphs of commodities like Crude, Natural
Gas,
Copper,
Lead-Zinc,
Gold-Silver,
Alluminium and Nickel are also supported.
No

Cases

1

POS↔POS

2

NEG↔NEG

3

POS↔NEG

4

NEG↔POS

Rules Explained

Action /Out

+3↔+2 implies +3 is reduced to +2

Below

+2

+3↔+5 implies +5 is more than +3

Above

+5

-4↔-1 implies -4 is increased to -1

Above

-1

-4↔-5 implies -5 is less than -4

Below

-5

+3↔-1 implies +3 is reduced by -1

Below

+2

+3↔-5 implies +3 is reduced by -5

Below

-2

-4↔ +2 implies -4 is reduced by +2

Above

-2

-4↔+5 implies -4 is reduced by +5

Above

+1

Analyse Directional Bias

Use KP-Graphs for
Sentiment Analysis
in support of
Technical Analysis

The above rules are to be implemented first between L1 to L2 then use this output to interact with L3
level understand the outcome as this decides the directional bias, then consider L4 level with the same
set of rules, hold the outcome and evaluate what L5 level offers. It can either support L4 by being above
L4 level or oppose it by being below L4 level. Above -4 will be -2 and below -4 will be -6, also above +4
will be +5 and below +4 will be +2. Positive or negative numbers are only for relative reference they as
such do not show the oucome but represent the sentiment.
Index is modified by flow and interaction of L4, L5 & L6 with the outcome between L1, L2 and L3.
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